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ABSTRACT: The use of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) as a probe of the structure of biological molecules through
fluorescence measurements in solution is well attested. The transposition of this technique to the gas phase is appealing since it
opens the perspective of combining the structural accuracy of FRET with the specificity and selectivity of mass spectrometry (MS).
Here, we report FRET results on gas phase poly-alanine ions obtained by measuring FRET efficiency through specific photofragmentation rather than fluorescence. The structural sensitivity of the method was tested using commercially-available
chromophores (QSY 7 and carboxyrhodamine 575) grafted on a series of small, alanine based peptides of differing sizes. The
photo-fragmentation of these systems was investigated through action-spectroscopy, and their conformations were probed using ion
mobility spectrometry (IMS) and Monte Carlo-minimization (MCM) simulations. We show that specific excitation of the donor
chromophore results in the observation of fragments that are specific to the electronic excitation of the acceptor chromophore. This
shows that energy transfer took place between the two chromophores and hence that the action-FRET technique can be used as a
new and sensitive probe of the structure of gas phase biomolecules, which opens perspectives as a new tool in structural biology.

Introduction
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a widely used
probe of molecular structure in solution.1-4 It requires a photon
source to electronically excite the so-called ‘donor
chromophore’, and a light harvesting setup to detect either the
‘donor’ or ‘acceptor’ chromophore fluorescence. The
occurrence of FRET is then usually evidenced through a
decrease in the fluorescence of the donor chromophore
(quenching), with the concurrent onset of the fluorescence of
the acceptor chromophore or by changes in fluorescence decay
times. The interpretation of FRET results relies on the known
distance dependence of the effect, and on the possibility to
graft specific chromophores at relatively well-defined sites on
a molecule. FRET is then used to characterize the distance
between the chromophores and hence separation between the
grafting sites, although extracting exact distances is difficult
due to the uncertainty of the exact orientation of the transition
dipole moments of the chromophores. This allows the use of
FRET to probe intra- or inter-molecular distances, especially
the change in distance, depending on whether the

chromophores are attached to the same or to different
molecules.
The versatility of FRET makes it a powerful tool to assess
the conformation and/or association of molecules. It has been
shown that the overall structure of complex molecular edifices
can be preserved in the gas-phase using soft ionization
techniques.5,6 Therefore the development of techniques
capable of probing FRET in the gas phase is of high interest,
and could be integrated into a global approach for structure
determination of proteins and protein complexes. 7-9
There are few techniques that allow structural investigation
of large systems in vacuo.10-12 One of the only techniques that
can be successfully applied to large molecular edifices is ion
mobility spectrometry (IMS), which provides global
information on the overall shape of the system.13-15 Associated
with fluorescence spectroscopy, a few examples of gas-phase
FRET have been recorded that very nicely demonstrate the
possibility to observe and use FRET in the gas-phase.16-23
However, fluorescence detectors are difficult to implement
efficiently in mass spectrometers and their use has been
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limited to a small number of systems. Such ‘out-coupling’ of
light is difficult due to restriction of the solid angle of light
detection imposed by the geometry of the mass spectrometer.
By contrast, ‘in-coupling’ of light – that is the coupling of a
mass spectrometer with a light source such as a laser – is
simpler and has already been implemented by many groups. 2427
The relative ease of ‘in-coupling’ lends itself to an
alternative methodology for monitoring the absorption of
photons by ions in a mass spectrometer – namely action
spectroscopy. Action spectroscopy monitors the ion
photodissociation as a function of the photon energy and this
photodissociation is assumed to be correlated to the absorption
cross-section of the ion. Action spectroscopy has been widely
used to record the photodissociation spectra for a broad range
of molecular ions and complexes across a large range of
photon energies.28-36 Due to the fact that detection of fragment
ions is more sensitive than single photon counting methods,
such an action spectroscopy methodology for the measurement
of FRET will provide a more sensitive probe of molecular
structure of gas phase biomolecules, simultaneously with usual
MS (including multistage) measurements.
In the following, we show that the high sensitivity of actionspectroscopy can be used as a straightforward tool to detect
FRET in the gas phase. A detection scheme will be presented
that enables the measurement of FRET by fragment ion
detection only.37 Chromophores possessing a large overlap of
the fluorescence spectrum of the ‘donor’ with the absorption
spectrum of the ‘acceptor’, and with fragmentation of the
‘acceptor’ specific to photo-dissociation were chosen and
characterized. Results on a series of alanine based peptides of
increasing size demonstrate the feasibility and sensitivity of
the action-FRET methodology as a tool for the study of the
structure of biomolecules in the gas-phase.
Experimental and theoretical Section
Peptides and Chromophores. The choice of the peptides
and chromophores will be discussed in greater detail in the
following section. The acceptor chromophore is QSY7 Nsuccinimidyl ester (Life technologies), a dark quencher
absorbing at 560 nm in solution and known to fragment
efficiently at 532 nm in the gas phase.38 The donor
chromophore is 5-carboxyrhodamine 575 N-succinimidyl ester
(rh575) (Life Technologies), absorbing at 550 nm and
fluorescing at 575 nm in solution. Rh575 was also used as the
donor chromophore by Talbot et al.18 and both the
fluorescence excitation and emission spectra along with photofragmentation mass spectra have been previously studied in
detail.39 Both chromophores are designed to be functionalized
onto primary amines, and thus peptides containing two
primary amine groups only were chosen. For the initial study,
the simple tri-peptide N-alanine-alanine-lysine-OH (AAK)
was chosen to ensure that the chromophores remain spatially
close to each other in the doubly grafted species. To study the
distance dependence of the measured energy transfer, a series
of poly-alanine based peptides varying in size from 7 to 19
residues were chosen with a lysine residue at both C- and Nterminus, the N-terminus being capped with an acetyl moiety
to meet the condition of only 2 primary amines per molecule.
Additionally, to aid the aqueous solubility histidine (H) was
inserted at regular intervals along the chain. Thus, the

following three peptides were chosen: KA2HA2K, KA5HA5K,
and KA5HA5HA5K.
The chromophores were grafted both individually and
simultaneously onto the peptides. The two chromophores were
dissolved in DMSO and the peptides in water, where the
concentrations were approximately 10 mM in each case. Nsuccinimidyl esters are reactive with water, and the hydrolysis
is competitive with the amide reaction required for grafting.
Thus, it was necessary to use 500 µl DMSO as the reactive
medium for the grafting reactions. For the grafting of either
donor or acceptor chromophore to the peptide (resulting in
both singly and doubly grafted species) 10 µl of the
chromophore and peptide solutions were added to the reaction
medium. For the double grafting reaction with both
chromophores, the volumes were adjusted to 14 µl, 4 µl and
12 µl for rh575, QSY7 and peptide solutions respectively, in
order to optimize the grafting ratios. The reaction solutions
were placed in an oven at 60 °C and left for at least 12 hours,
after which the solutions were tested to ensure the reaction
was complete. It is important to note that it is possible for each
chromophore to graft to the N-terminus or C-terminus primary
amine, and thus there will be two doubly grafted species
present; (rh575-peptide-QSY7) and (QSY7-peptide-rh575).
Examination of the CID mass spectra shows that both species
are present in approximately equal amounts (see figure S5).
Separation of the two species is not possible; hence all results
on the doubly grafted species presented in this work are for
this mixture of these two forms. For simplicity we will refer in
the text to the doubly grafted species as (rh575-peptideQSY7). For use in the electrospray ionization source, 20 µl of
the reaction solution was diluted in 3 ml of 1:1 water/methanol
with 3 µl acetic acid.
Mass spectrometry and optical spectroscopy. The
experimental setup used to perform the experiments presented
in this paper has been described in detail previously. 40 Briefly,
a linear quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (LTQ, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) was used for ion preparation,
ion selection and trapping, fragmentation (collision induced
dissociation (CID) and photodissociation) and subsequent
mass analysis. The back panel of the vacuum manifold was
modified by drilling a hole and fitting a quartz window (30
mm diameter and 5 mm thickness). This window was
positioned in front of the linear ion trap such as to allow the
direct irradiation of trapped ions via a central hole in the trap
exit electrode.
The light source used is a Panther EX OPO pumped by the
third harmonic (355 nm) of a Surelite II Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum, Santa Clara, CA). A repetition rate of 10 Hz and
pulse-widths of the order of 5 ns were used. The visible
portion of the spectrum was used directly via the signal beam
of the OPO (410 – 700 nm), which is collimated and refocused
with a long focal distance lens of 500mm. Pulse energies were
kept between 0.9 to 1.1 mJ/pulse to avoid saturation. A
mechanical shutter, synchronized with the mass spectrometer,
is used to stop the beam at all times except the ‘ion activation
window’ – that is the time after ion accumulation and before
the mass analysis. A single laser pulse was used for the
irradiation of the trapped ions. When irradiating ions the
normalized collision energy is kept at zero. Laser power is
monitored continuously using the reflection portion of the
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beam upon passing through an 85:15 beam splitter placed at
45° with respect to the beam. The power is monitored using a
power meter (Ophir-Spiricon GmbH, Ahrensburg, Germany).
The value of the power used for normalization is taken as the
average value over the duration of a measurement, of the order
of 5 minutes per wavelength.
Ion mobility mass spectrometry. Ion mobility (IMS)
measurements were performed using a custom-built ion
mobility spectrometer already described elsewhere.41 Briefly, a
1 m long drift tube is inserted between an electrospray
ionization source and a time-of-flight (ToF) mass
spectrometer. Helium at a pressure of 15 Torr is maintained in
the drift tube, and the temperature of the whole setup is kept at
300 K. Ions are periodically injected in the drift tube from an
hourglass funnel ion trap. Their mass-to-charge ratio and drift
time through the tube are simultaneously measured using the
ToF. Ion mobilities and collision cross section (CCS) are
finally calculated from the evolution of the ion arrival time
distribution as a function of the inverse drift voltage.
Monte Carlo simulations. Structures for the doubly grafted
peptides were generated using a Monte Carlo minimization
(MCM) approach using the Tinker42 suite of programs. The
choice of force field is constrained by the requirement that the
entire system be modelled, and as such the MMFF94 force
field43 was chosen as the most suitable to account for all the
necessary parameters. Initial geometries were chosen with all
peptide dihedral angles in the trans configuration. For the
higher charge states, protons were placed on both the histidine
and carboxy moieties. For the lower charge state, one of the
additional protons was removed from either the C- terminus or
Rh575 carboxy moiety, or from histidine.
18
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Figure 1. Action spectra of mass-selected (QSY7)+ (red circles),
(rh575)+ (black squares) and (rh575-AAK-rh575)2+ (blue

triangles). Fragmentation yields are calculated from data
measured in comparable experimental conditions and normalized
with respect to the laser power.

Additionally, the two possible doubly grafted species
discussed above (donor or acceptor grafted at the N-terminus)
were considered. Two observables were extracted from these
calculated structures in order to compare to the experimental
measurements. The CCSs for simulated structures were
calculated in the Mobcal suite of programs using the trajectory
method with standard parameters.44 The inter-chromophore
distance was also extracted calculated as the minimum
distance between any two atoms (excluding hydrogen) in the
optically active portion of the chromophores (defined as the
xanthene moiety plus the side chains).
Results and Discussion
Various processes are involved in action-FRET: the
resonant energy transfer itself, as well as the competing
radiative and non-radiative relaxation mechanism of both
acceptor and donor chromophore. Thus, FRET relies on the
choice of a suitable chromophore pair. In order to observe
FRET in solution, the chromophores must have clearly
resolved absorption bands and there must be a significant
overlap of the donor fluorescence spectrum and acceptor
absorption spectrum.
Moreover, the resonant energy transfer must happen on a
shorter time-scale than the relaxation of the donor
chromophore. Similar constraints exist for action-FRET in the
gas phase, with the additional constraints that the acceptor
chromophore must have a fragmentation pattern that is
specific to electronic excitation and that is different from
statistical fragmentation that occurs after heating (for example
by CID or IRMPD). Therefore acceptor fragmentation must
happen on a shorter time-scale than fluorescence and the
statistical redistribution of the energy over the entire molecule.
Thus, in the doubly grafted species, by monitoring the laserinduced
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Figure 2. Mass spectra of mass-selected (QSY7-AAK) ions following CID (top panel) and LID at λA = 545 nm (bottom panel). The
+
asterisk denotes the precursor ion. The top panel shows the structure of the (QSY7) ion, the R group representing the grafting
location onto the peptide. The solid lines indicate the bonds broken to give rise to the major fragments observed in the LID
mass spectrum.

dissociation (LID), we conclude that the observation of two
absorption bands is due to FRET. It is also important to show
that the strength of the observed action-FRET depends on the
distance between the two chromophores.
Figure 1 shows the action spectra for mass-selected (rh575)+
(black squares) and (QSY7)+ (red circles), measured as total
fragmentation yield. There is an obvious difference in the
amplitude of the fragmentation yield of the two chromophores.
Since rh575 has a high quantum yield (0.83 in ethanol) the
primary relaxation mechanism can be expected to be
fluorescence at the maximum of absorption, which has been
shown to be λ = 495 nm in the gas phase.39,45 Hence the action
spectrum in this case is weak due to fragmentation being a
relatively minor relaxation mechanism, and thus the expected
absorption maximum is not observed. As QSY7 is a dark
quencher, fluorescence is not available as a relaxation
mechanism and hence it fragments efficiently. In both cases,
the fragmentation yield was measured as a function of power,
and showed a quadratic dependence indicating that the
fragmentation is a two photon process. This is consistent with
previous study of the photo-fragmentation of rhodamines,
which shows the same quadratic dependence at low power.39
For measurement of all spectra presented here, the average
power at each wavelength is kept between to 0.9 – 1.1 mW.

The blue triangles in figure 1 show the action spectrum of
mass-selected (rh575-AAK-rh575)2+. It is a well-known
property of rhodamines that there is a large reduction in the
fluorescence quantum yield upon the formation of clusters of
rhodamine molecules.46 Hence there is a decrease in the
importance of fluorescence as a relaxation mechanism, and a
concurrent increase in the fragmentation yield is observed for
(rh575-AAK-rh575)2+. This confirms the interpretation that
the non-observance of the expected absorption maximum in
the fragmentation yield of (rh575)+ is explained by the
competition of fluorescence and fragmentation. It also
suggests that the action spectrum of (rh575-AAK-rh575)2+ can
be used as a proxy for the absorption spectrum of (rh575)+.
Indeed, the position of the peak of λ = 505 nm for (rh575AAK-rh575)2+ compares favorably with the value of λ = 495
nm found in previous in vacuo measurements.18,39 As a
conclusion of the action spectroscopy studies, rh575 and
QSY7 satisfy the first condition required for FRET; that the
absorption bands are clearly distinguished, with absorption
maxima of λD = 505 nm and λA = 545 nm respectively.
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Figure 3. The action spectrum of mass-selected (rh575-AAKQSY7)2+. The fragmentation yield here has been determined using
only the LID-specific fragments as shown in figure 2.

Additionally, donor (rh575) emission as observed in the gas
phase39 and acceptor (QSY7) absorption spectra show a large
overlap. Thus these two chromophores are well suited for
FRET in the gas phase.
It must still be established that the fragmentation observed
for the acceptor chromophore is LID-specific, so that one can
discriminate the origin of the excitation. Figure 2 shows the
mass spectra of mass-selected (AAK-QSY7)+ following CID
(top) and LID at λA = 545 nm (bottom) respectively. There is
clearly a large difference in the fragmentation pattern observed
due to either heating or electronic excitation. The fragments
observed in CID correspond to fragmentation of the peptide
backbone. Conversely, the LID mass spectrum is dominated
by two fragments at m/z 465 and 360, which correspond to the
breaking of the S – C bond alone and combined breaking of
the C – N bond between the xanthene and N-methylaniline
moiety, see the inset of figure 2. These two latter fragments
are not observed in CID and their observation is thus a clear
signature that QSY7 has been electronically excited. It is
therefore possible to follow FRET by measuring the relative
intensity of these fragments as a function of wavelength for
the doubly grafted peptides.
Figure 3 shows the result of this procedure for mass selected
(rh575-AAK-QSY7)2+, giving an action spectrum where only
the LID-specific acceptor fragments noted above are
monitored. If there were no energy transfer, the same action
spectrum as the one shown in figure 1 for QSY7 would be

expected. However, there are clearly two bands present in the
spectrum; one at 545 nm corresponding to absorption of the
acceptor chromophore, and one at 505 nm which is in the
region where the donor chromophore was found to absorb.
Observation of the donor chromophore absorption band via
measurement of fragments specific to electronic excitation of
the acceptor chromophore is direct evidence for electronic
energy transfer having occurred.
Considering the data presented in figures 1-3, it is possible
to make some general comments about the relative time-scales
of the processes occurring following photo-excitation. Firstly,
the action spectrum of (rh575)+ ions indicates that
fluorescence from the excited state occurs on a shorter timescale than either photo-fragmentation or internal vibrational
redistribution (IVR), which is in full agreement with the high
fluorescence quantum yield and a fluorescence lifetime of 5.65
± 0.04 ns in vacuo.47 Secondly, the high fragmentation yields
observed in (AAK-QSY7)+ and the large difference in the
observed fragmentation following CID and LID indicates that
photo-fragmentation of (QSY7)+ occurs on a shorter timescale than IVR. Finally, the observation of FRET in (rh575AAK-QSY7)2+ indicates that FRET must occur on a shorter
time-scale than fluorescence of (rh575)+, and again that the
subsequent photo-fragmentation of (QSY7)+ must occur on a
shorter time-scale than IVR. These results are completely
consistent with previous fluorescence lifetime measurements
of donor-peptide-acceptor systems.18 An additional important
point to note is that the rate of IVR will increase as the length
of the peptide is increased. As system size increases there,
competition between IVR and direct photo-fragmentation of
the acceptor chromophore may arise. As a consequence of this
competition, the overall LID-specific fragmentation intensity
can be expected to decrease relative to the intensity of the
statistical fragments. This competition between IVR and
photo-fragmentation will exist as soon as the energy is
localized on the acceptor chromophore regardless of the origin
of this energy: photo-fragmentation following FRET or
following direct absorption will be equally affected.
Therefore, if the FRET-mediated photo-fragmentation of the
acceptor chromophore is normalized by the direct photofragmentation, an IVR independent quantification of actionFRET can be effected.
This discussion lends itself to the following definition of the
action-FRET efficiency. The absorption due to the acceptor
chromophore is independent of the system in terms of peak
position and shape, with a spectrum resembling that shown in
figure 1 being recorded when the acceptor chromophore is
individually grafted onto each of the peptides used.
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Figure 4. Lowest energy MCM structures for (a) (Rh575-KA2HA2K-QSY7)2+, (b) (Rh575-KA2HA2K-QSY7)3+, (c) (Rh575-KA5HA5KQSY7)2+, (d) (Rh575-KA5HA5K-QSY7)3+, (e) (Rh575-KA5HA5HA5K-QSY7)3+ and (f) (Rh575-KA5HA5HA5K-QSY7)4+. The positions of
the positive charges for each species are indicated on the figure. The dashed line shows the minimum separation of the chromophores and
corresponds to the minimum distance between any two heavy atoms on the optically active region of the chromophore.

Thus, it is possible to take the ratio of the area of the peaks
due to the donor and acceptor absorptions as a relative
measure of the FRET efficiency. When this procedure is
performed on the data for (rh575-AAK-QSY7)2+ (see figure
S8) a value of 1.75 ± 0.34 is obtained, where the error is
determined from the error in the fit. Measurements of the
action spectra and an identical fitting procedure were
performed on doubly grafted KA2HA2K, KA5HA5K, and
KA5HA5HA5K (see figures S9 – S14). Two charge states were
observed in each case; 2+ and 3+ for (rh575-KA2HA2KQSY7) and (rh575-KA5HA5K-QSY7) and 3+ and 4+ for
(rh575-KA5HA5HA5K-QSY7). Values of the FRET efficiency
between 0.40 – 2.25 were measured for these species.
To investigate the relationship between the FRET efficiency
and the chromophore separation – and hence the structure of
the peptides – an independent determination of the structure of
the doubly grafted peptides was obtained by measurement of
the collision cross sections (CCS) using ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS) and use of Monte Carlo-minimization
(MCM) simulations for each charge state of the doubly grafted
peptides, see table 1 and figure 4. It was not possible to
measure experimentally the CCS values for the largest peptide

KA5HA5HA5K due to a low total ion signal. Examination of
the IMS profiles suggests a single conformational family is
present for each of the systems studied, which is consistent
with the observation of a single low energy conformational
family in the MCM data. These conformational families
possess the same peptide backbone structure, but differ in the
orientation of the chromophores. To account for these
conformational families, average values for the cross section
and minimum chromophore separation - weighted by the
relative energy of each conformer - were used. It is also
important to note that the calculations for both doubly grafted
species (rh575-peptide-QSY7) and (QSY7-peptide-rh575)
were performed, and in each case the peptide backbone
structure of the lowest energy
Table 1. Experimental and calculated collision cross
sections and FRET efficiency of doubly grafted peptides.
peptide

charge

MCM CCS

Exp. CCS

Å²

Å²

FRET
efficiency

AAK

2+

337 ± 4

324

1.75 ± 0.12

KA2HA2K

3+

445 ± 3

508

1.02 ± 0.25

7

KA5HA5 HA5K

374 ± 3

377

1.72 ± 0.44

3+

518 ± 7

557

0.85 ± 0.21

(rh575-AAK-QSY7)
(rh575-KA2HA2K-QSY7)

2+

452 ± 4

467

2.25 ± 0.45

(rh575-KA5HA5K-QSY7)

4+

624 ± 5

0.40 ± 0.10

3+

635 ± 4

0.61 ± 0.11

conformational family was identical. Examination of table 1
shows that there is in general a good agreement between the
calculated and experimental CCS values for each species. It
should be noted that there is an underestimation of the CCS
for the 3+ charge state of the peptides, suggesting that the
calculated structures are too compact which will lead to an
underestimation of the minimum chromophore separation.
Nonetheless, it is clear that each doubly grafted peptide
becomes more extended as the charge state is increased from
2+ to 3+. This is consistent with the intuitive expectation that
Coulomb repulsion would cause unfolding at higher charge
states, causing a concurrent increase in the chromophore
separation. Indeed, in the 2+ charge state of the doubly grafted
peptides, it is the two chromophores that carry the positive
charges. In the 3+ charge state, the proton is added to the
histidine side chain and the additional Coulomb repulsion
forces the chromophores apart (see figure 4 (a) – (d)). In the
case of doubly grafted KA5HA5HA5K the 3+ and 4+ charge
states are observed, corresponding to protonation of one and
two histidine side chains respectively (figure 4 (e) and (f)).
Both charge states are calculated to have an extended structure
with the main difference being the uncoiling of the helical
motif of the 5 alanine residues situated between the two
histidine residues. It can be concluded from the comparison of
experimental and calculated CCS that the calculated structures
are representative of the doubly grafted peptides, and thus we
can examine the dependence of the FRET efficiency on the
minimum chromophore separation – as defined above.
Figure 5 shows the FRET efficiency against minimum
chromophore separation for all doubly grafted species
examined (see table 1 for the numerical values). It is clear that
there is a monotonic decrease in the FRET efficiency as the
separation of the chromophores is increased. The FRET
efficiency of the higher charge state is consistently less than
that of the lower charge state, for each peptide size, which is
consistent with the CCS data presented above.

FRET efficiency

KA5HA5K

3,0
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Figure 5. FRET efficiency versus average value of the minimum
chromophore separation for the different charge states of doubly
grafted AAK (squares), KA2HA2K (triangles), KA5HA5K (circles)
and KA5HA5HA5K (diamonds).

In particular the large change in structure - from globular to
extended - that is observed with the addition of a proton for
doubly grafted KA2HA2K and KA5HA5K leads to an equally
large change in the FRET efficiency; from 1.72 ± 0.44 to 1.02
± 0.25 in KA2HA2K and from 2.25 ± 0.45 to 0.85 ± 0.21 in
KA5HA5K.
The situation for doubly grafted KA5HA5HA5K is
interesting as the MCM calculations suggest that there is not a
large change in the global shape as the charge state is
increased from 3+ to 4+. This is reflected in the small change
calculated values of the CCS from 624 Å² to 635 Å². However,
there is a proportionally greater change in the value of the
FRET efficiency; 0.61 ± 0.11 for the 3+ and 0.40 ± 0.10 for
the 4+ charge state respectively. This suggests that the actionFRET is more sensitive to such local changes in structure – in
this case the uncoiling of the central five alanine residues –
than is IMS, and therefore the two techniques are able to
provide complementary information. Overall, these data are in
agreement with previous results on the structure of gas phase
multi-charged poly-alanines, showing that chromophores have
limited influence on the structure of the peptides.48,49
A final point to note is that it is possible to measure the
action FRET by performing measurement of the LID spectrum
at only 2 wavelengths; λD and λA. In such a case, the FRET
efficiency would be defined as the ratio of the fragmentation
yield of acceptor fragments measured at λD and λA. If this
procedure is performed on the data presented in this paper,
identical trends are observed.
Conclusion.
We have proposed a scheme for the measurement of FRET
in the gas phase using a method based only on fragment ion
detection. The principal features that would have to be
identified for such an action-FRET scheme were discussed and
subsequently shown experimentally. A dark-quenching
chromophore, QSY7, was identified and its fragmentation
characterized to show that there were fragments specific to
electronic excitation. A suitable fluorescent donor
chromophore, rh575, was identified and characterized.
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Measurement of the action spectrum of the two chromophores
both grafted onto the simple tripeptide AAK showed that the
absorption maximum of rh575 is observed via measurement of
the fragments specific to the electronic excitation of QSY7.
Thus, it was possible to conclude that the energy had been
transferred from the donor to acceptor chromophore. It was
also possible to conclude that the FRET observed must occur
on a shorter time-scale than both the fluorescence of the
donor, and the internal vibrational redistribution of energy
across the entire molecule. It was also possible to define an
IVR-independent quantification of the FRET efficiency
considering the photo-fragmentation efficiency following
FRET and direct absorption of the acceptor chromophore.
This definition of the FRET efficiency – taken as the ratio
of the area of the peaks in the action spectrum due to
absorption of the donor and acceptor chromophores – was
used in conjunction with measurements of the collision cross
section via IMS and MCM simulations on a series of polyalanine based peptides containing between 7 and 19 amino
acids. It was shown that there is a clear dependence on the
magnitude of the FRET efficiency observed with the
separation of the chromophores in each the system studied.
Comparison with MCM simulations showed that the FRET
efficiency is well correlated with an increase in the separation
of donor and acceptor chromophores. Hence the action-FRET
methodology set out in the paper is suitable for gas-phase
studies of the structure of biomolecules and provides
orthogonal information to IMS measurements as it is sensitive
to a distance between two defined parts of the molecular ion,
while IMS is sensitive to the global shape. The action-FRET
methodology provides a significant advance in the study of the
conformation and structure of gas-phase molecular ions. This
method therefore has a strong potential in native MS as part of
a global approach in structural biology.

ASSOCIATED CONTENT
CID and LID mass spectra of singly and doubly grafted AAK;
identification of the internal chromophore fragments; fitted raw
action spectra for all doubly grafted species; MCM structures of
doubly grafted 3 and 7 residue peptides; plot of FRET efficiency
versus chromophore separation; tabulated form of the data shown
in figure 5. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure S1. Mass spectrum following CID (NCE = 27) of mass-selected (QSY7-AAK)+, denoted with a
black asterisk. The blue asterisk denotes a fragment due to internal chromophore fragmentation. The
charge is located on the chromophore in all cases.
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Figure S2. Mass spectrum following LID (λA = 545nm) of mass-selected (QSY 7-AAK)+ , denoted with a
black asterisk. The peaks highlighted with a red asterisks are internal chromophore fragmentation
channels seen only in following electronic excitation. The peak highlighted with a blue asterisk is an
internal chromophore fragmentation which is also seen in CID. The two major channels observed are
m/z 465 and 360, see figure S7 for details.
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Figure S3. Mass spectrum following CID (NCE = 29) of mass-selected (rh575-AAK)+ , denoted with a
black asterisk. The charge is located on the chromophore in all cases.
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Figure S4. Mass spectrum following LID (λD = 505 nm) of mass-selected (rh575-AAK)+, denoted with a
black asterisk. The absence of fragmentation following LID is due to the high fluorescence quantum
yield of Rh575. The peak marked by the blue asterisk corresponds to an internal fragmentation of the
rh575 chromophore, see figure S7.
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Figure S5. Mass spectrum following CID (NCE = 35) of mass-selected (rh575-AAK-QSY7)2+, denoted
with a black asterisk. As the charges are located on the two chromophores, it is possible to
distinguish the fragmentation of both doubly grafted species (rh575-AAK-QSY7)2+ (orange labels) and
(QSY-AAK-rh575)2+ (green labels). It can be concluded that both species are present in the solution.
The peaks marked with blue asterisks correspond to the internal fragmentation of QSY7 at the S – N
bond, and it’s concurrently produced ion.
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Figure S6. Mass spectrum following LID (λD = 505 nm) of mass-selected (rh575-AAK-QSY7)2+, denoted
by a black asterisk. Labels of peaks due to peptide fragmentation shown above have not been
replicated for clarity, excepting those of large intensity. The blue asterisks denote fragments not
associated with LID specific fragmentation of QSY7. The peak at m/z = 414, assigned to an internal
fragmentation of rh575, is also observed at λA = 545 nm. It is therefore likely that this is due to a
secondary fragmentation process occurring in the ion partner of the internal QSY7 fragments, which
are not observed. The peaks marked by red asterisks are LID-specific fragments of QSY7, and are due
the fragments used to monitor the resonant energy transfer from donor to acceptor chromophores.
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Figure S7. The major internal fragmentation pathways of QSY7 (top) and rh575 (bottom). The solid
lines represent the bonds that break to form the fragment specified to the left in each case.
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Figure S8. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-AAK-QSY7)2+ (black squares). The
dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands. The solid blue
curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S9. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-KA2HA2K-QSY7)2+ (black squares).
The dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands. The solid
blue curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S10. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-KA2HA2K-QSY7)3+ (black squares).
The dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands. The solid
blue curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S11. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-KA5HA5K-QSY7)2+ (black squares).
The dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands. The solid
blue curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S12. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-KA5HA5K-QSY7)3+ (black squares).
The dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands. The solid
blue curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S13. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-KA5HA5 HA5K-QSY7)3+ (black
squares). The dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands.
The solid blue curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S14. The fitted raw action spectrum of mass-selected (Rh575-KA5HA5 HA5K-QSY7)4+ (black
squares). The dashed curves represent the fit to the QSY7 (green) and Rh575 (red) absorption bands.
The solid blue curve represents the total fit.
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Figure S15. Lowest energy structure of (QSY7-AAK-rh575)2+ found by the Monte Carlo minimization
program using the MMFF94 force field.

